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Segment: Technology
Technology partner:
Medallia
Client: Amadeus

Integration between areas
(business), countries and cultures
Design of a model that would allow integrating the NPS of all 7 business units of
the company

S U C C E S S  C A S E

Amadeus is a technology company that creates
solutions that help airlines, airports, hotels, railways,
search engines, travel agencies, tour operators and
other members of the travel industry to carry out their
operations and improve the customer travel
experience on trips around the world.

Present in almost every corner of the globe, Amadeus
has several Business Units, applied to different
segments. From a corporate point of view, what is the
satisfaction of Amadeus' customers? It is difficult to say
whether each business unit has different variables that
define the level of satisfaction and relationship. The
design of a model that would allow to integrate the
NPS of all 7 business units of the company is not
trivial and requires great efforts and alignments.

The first challenge in this environment is technological
harmonization. Each business unit has, as a rule,
autonomy to choose its technology providers; and each
one of them also has its specificities and limitations.
The second challenge is the unification or equivalence
of the languages   of customer satisfaction
assessment programs. After all, it is important to have
the same concept when comparing indicators. The third
challenge is to change the scales of the new unified
surveys. This is related to the previous challenges, both
on the technology side and on the designed process
side.

Results

Improved satisfaction
levels visibility by
business unit
Corporate NPS unification 



There are currently more than 5,500 users on the platform, in all
integrated areas, sending more than 30,000 surveys per month.

The project's success was guaranteed by the
teams of SMT and Medallia, the technological
partner chosen for this project. During the
solution design process, workshops were held
to discuss and conceptualize the best possible
practices to be implemented at Amadeus.

The workshops were held at the company's HQ,
with valuable information provided by key
employees of each Business Unit. An example
of process redesign was the separation of
surveys by customer journey, resulting higher
response rates, but also better qualification
of the customer's experience.

There are currently more than 5,500 users
on the platform, in all integrated areas,
sending more than 30,000 surveys per
month.

The central challenge, allowing visibility to
the central office regarding the group's
customer satisfaction, and generating a
“global” NPS of all business units, was
achieved  satisfactorily!
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comercial@smttech.com.br
linkedin.com/company/smttechLearn more. Contact us:
www.smttech.com.br

https://www.linkedin.com/company/smttech/
http://www.smttech.com.br/

